Phonics: The Wray Common Way
At the heart of all teaching at Wray Common is the commitment that we will
provide an education of such quality that every child will leave the school with
better life chances than when they first entered. The first step that we take
towards achieving that goal is to give each and every one of our children a
clear understanding of phonics and how to apply their knowledge to both
reading and writing.
At Wray Common, we recognise that reading is a skill that unlocks a wealth of
opportunities for wider learning across the curriculum. As a result, we want
our pupils to become confident readers who not only read accurately, but also
with pace and expression. We want to equip them with varied vocabularies and
the ability to comprehend the content of any age-appropriate texts they may encounter. In addition,
we want them to become expressive writers with the knowledge and skills to form letters and spell
words accurately to communicate their ideas.
We believe that the most effective way of achieving this aim is by
providing our pupils with a secure understanding of phonics. Learning the
relationship between the sounds of spoken language (phonemes) and the
letters, or groups of letters, of the written language (graphemes) in an
enjoyable, fun, systematic way is how our children will become proficient
in early reading and writing.
At Wray Common, we understand that our pupils are individual learners with different strengths and
areas for development. We recognise that they can endure varying cognitive loads and that their pace
of learning will differ. We will ensure that all of our pupils make the best progress they can by
adapting to their needs and providing additional support through small group or 1:1 sessions. We
recognise the importance of ensuring that our children are as secure as they can be in one phase of
their phonics learning before progressing onto the next.

How we teach Phonics using Letters and Sounds
At Wray Common we teach phonics by following the structure in Letters and
Sounds. All of our phonics lessons follow the ‘review, revisit, teach and apply’
structure modelled in Letters and Sounds. We also use resources from Jolly
Phonics such as actions and sounds to supplement Letters and Sounds, particularly
in Reception and Year 1.

Reception
Throughout Reception phonics should be taught in 2 half class size (where possible – sometimes ability
will dictate that one group is slightly larger or smaller than the other) groups at 9.00am when the
children are freshest!
Each Nursery Nurse will take 15 children away to work on phase 1 activities while the class teacher
teaches the other group. After 15 mins the Nursery Nurse and Class Teacher will swap groups.
Year R phonics should be planned for 5 x weekly sessions and weekly planning must on the system so it
can be monitored.
See example below for structure

Teacher

Nursery Nurse

9.00 – 9.15

Group A

Group B

9.15 – 9.30

Group B

Group A

Children should read 1:1 with an adult at least once a week. This provides the opportunity to support
the children with their specific learning needs whether that be comprehension, blending or recognising
letters.
Phase One
4 weeks before October half term.
During this phase the children should be taught in mixed ability groups so that higher attainers can
model good listening and rhyme etc. to the lower attainers. A weekly phonics focus task should also
take place, teaching rhyme, alliteration and initial sounds.
Key Learning
~ Activities are divided into seven aspects, including environmental sounds, instrumental sounds, body
sounds, rhythm and rhyme, alliteration, voice sounds and finally oral blending and segmenting.
Phase Two
Up to 6 weeks starting after October half term.
During this phase the children should be taught in mixed ability groups to begin with. Children should
be writing at least 3 times a week. After each phonics session the children should be given
whiteboards on the carpet to practise the grapheme they have learned. (See appendix for
Handwriting Patter.) The intervention TA should support those children with fine motor control
difficulties through small group sessions in the week. The Nursery Nurses should continue with phase
1 activities and also introduce games with phase 2 letter sounds e.g. cross the river or what’s in the
box.
Daily ‘Jolly Phonics’ sheets are sent home for children to practise the new sound at home. These
should be stamped to acknowledge completion.
Key Learning
~ Learning 19 letters of the alphabet and one sound for each.
~ Blending sounds together to make words.
~ Segmenting words into their separate sounds.
~ Beginning to read simple captions.
Phase Three
Up to 12 weeks
During this phase the children should be taught in ability groups with the expectation that they are
writing daily. The Nursery Nurses should continue with phase 1 activities where appropriate and also
introduce games with phase 2/3 letter sounds e.g. cross the river or what’s in the box.

Daily ‘Jolly Phonics’ sheets are sent home for children to practise the new sound at home. These
should be stamped to acknowledge completion.
Higher attaining children may be ready for phase 3 in January whilst lower attaining may need to
recap phase 2 to consolidate their grapheme knowledge and application to blending and segmenting.
(See appendix for assessments)

Key Learning
The remaining 7 letters of the alphabet, one sound for each.
Graphemes such as ch, oo, th representing the remaining phonemes not covered by single letters.
Reading captions, sentences and questions.
On completion of this phase, children will have learnt the "simple code", i.e. one grapheme for each
phoneme in the English language.
Phase Four
4 to 6 weeks
During this phase the children should be taught in ability groups. The Nursery Nurses should continue
with phase 2/3 activities in their sessions with also a focus on adjacent consonants and HFWs.
All children should be taught phase 4 in Reception. However, less able children may not be ready and
children need to be secure with phase 3 as much as possible. Later phase 3 planning on the system
incorporates some phase 4 learning to introduce it via phase 3. More able children should be ready for
phase 4 during Reception.
If children are secure in their knowledge of all phases, Phase 5 teaching may begin in the summer
term with opportunities to write in every session.

Key Learning
~ No new grapheme-phoneme correspondences are taught in this phase.
~ Children learn to blend and segment longer words with adjacent consonants, e.g. swim, clap, jump.

Year 1
Throughout year 1 children should be taught in ability groups roughly in half class size. This may need
to be across the year group depending on abilities. First thing in the morning is best as the children
are freshest. They should be taught in 2 sessions of 20 minutes each by the class teacher. While the
class teacher is teaching half of the class / ability group the other children could be outside with the
TAs who are prioritising daily readers.
Year 1 phonics should be planned for 5 x weekly sessions and weekly planning must be on the system so
it can be monitored. LCP planning should support the planning process throughout Year 1 but planning
should reflect the pace and needs of the children in each cohort.
See example below for structure
Teacher 1

Teacher 2

Outside

9.00 – 9.20

Group A (Phase 3)

Group C (Phase 5)

Group B and D

9.20 – 9.40

Group B (Phase 4)

Group D (Phase 5)

Group A and C

Phase Four
4 to 6 weeks
During this phase the children should be taught in ability groups.
All children should be taught phase 4 in Reception. However, some children may not have been ready
so this needs to be picked up in year 1. Children should be writing daily in phonics.
As there are no new sounds weekly HFWs from the list of 100 need to be sent home.

Key Learning
~ No new grapheme-phoneme correspondences are taught in this phase.
~ Children learn to blend and segment longer words with adjacent consonants, e.g. swim, clap, jump.
Phase Five
30+ weeks
The purpose of this phase is for children to broaden their knowledge of graphemes and phonemes for
use in reading and spelling. They will learn new graphemes and alternative pronunciations for these and
graphemes they already know, where relevant. Some of the alternatives will already have been
encountered in the high-frequency words that have been taught. Children become quicker at
recognising graphemes of more than one letter in words and at blending the phonemes they represent.
When spelling words they will learn to choose the appropriate graphemes to represent phonemes and
begin to build word-specific knowledge of the spellings of words.
During this phase the children should be taught in ability groups. Children should be writing every day.
Weekly homework with the new graphemes learned or High Frequency Word spellings should be sent
home.

Key Learning
~ Teach new graphemes for reading
~ Practise reading and writing words with adjacent consonants and word with newly learned graphemes
e.g. oe, ie etc.
~ Learn new phoneme /zh/
~ Teach alternative pronunciations of graphemes
Phonics Screening Check (PSC)
The phonics screening check is a statutory assessment for all children in Year 1. It takes place during
June usually the 3rd week. It comprises of a list of 40 words (20 real and 20 nonsense). Expectations
from the Government is that pupils should achieve up to 32 out of 40 to reach the expected level,
although grade boundaries may change. The check will take up to ten minutes per pupil and will be
conducted by Year 1 teachers in a quiet room on a 1:1 basis. Children who do not achieve the expected
level at the end of Year 1 must be considered for a retake in Year 2. Results of the phonics screening
test are reported to the DfE and to parents.
It is good practise to get children used to reading pseudo words throughout their phonics career. This
begins in Reception through the playing of games like Buried Treasure. Throughout Year 1 pseudo
words need to be sent home (with monsters next to them) so children can practise. These words also
need to be built into phonics sessions throughout the Year. Children must learn that words with
monsters next to them will not make sense.
Children will also take part in practise tests so that they become used to the format. These will begin
in January and also highlight gaps for children in to inform future teaching.

Year 2
Year 2 children should be working on consolidating learning from phase 5 and working on phase 6.
Throughout year 2 children should be taught in ability groups roughly in half class size. This may need
to be across the year group depending on abilities. First thing in the morning is best as the children
are freshest. They should be taught in 2 sessions of 20 minutes each by the class teacher. While the
class teacher is teaching half of the class / attainment group the other children will be engaging in
handwriting or spelling related activities independently or with Teaching Assistant support.
Year 2 phonics should be planned for daily sessions which focus on spelling and grammar, with
opportunities for children to apply their new learning in across the curriculum. Planning should be filed
on the system, dated and labelled with groups. LCP planning should support the planning process
throughout Year 2 but planning should reflect the pace and needs of the children in each cohort.
Children should also receive weekly homework in line with Wray Common expectations.
Any child who fails to attain the pass mark for the Phonics Screen in Year 1 should be provided with
additional phonics support so that they have more opportunities to close the gap and pass the Screen
in Year 2.
Phase Six
By the beginning of phase 6 children should know most of the common Grapheme – Phoneme
Correspondences (GPCs). They should be able to read hundreds of words doing this in three ways.


Reading automatically if the words are familiar



Decoding quickly and silently because their sounding and blending routine is well established



Decoding them aloud

Children’s spelling should be phonetically accurate, although it may be a little unconventional at times.
Spelling usually lags behind reading, as it is harder.
During this phase children become fluent readers and increasingly accurate spellers.
It is also essential that Year 2 teachers teach the spelling, grammar and punctuation expectations
from the New National Curriculum for Year 2. See Appendix.
Children should be writing daily in their phonics sessions and provided with opportunities to
consolidate this learning through other areas of the curriculum.
Key Learning
~ Teaching the past tense
~ Investigating and learning how to add suffixes
~ Teaching spelling of long words

Planning in Phonics throughout Key Stage 1
Year 1 and 2 take their planning from LCP planning document. This should be a starting point for the
children and plans should be altered as necessary for different groups of children. It should be clear
which phase and which week of that phase is being taught each week with each group. Planning should
be saved weekly in Phonics planning file in each year group. It should be labelled with week beginning,
phase, week, and group. E.g. w/b 6.10.14 Phase 4 week 5, Snake group.
Assessment in Phonics throughout Key Stage 1
Teachers should have a secure knowledge of each child’s phonics attainment in their class, regardless
of their attainment group. Regular assessment, using the attached sheets, will support teacher
knowledge. Each assessment, as well as the teacher’s knowledge of independent reading and writing,
must inform future teaching and determine whether children are able to move onto the next phase
and at what pace. It will also inform teachers to areas of weakness across the cohort that may need
more of a focus e.g. tricky words, letter formation. Teachers must use their knowledge of children to
provide specific support and challenge to children across the curriculum and whenever they read and
write. High expectations of spelling and reading should be created in the culture of the classroom to
ensure that children are held to account and learn from their mistakes.
Good Practice notes
~ It is vital that when teaching phonemes to the children adult use pure sounds e.g. /t/ not ter. Many
children come into school saying phonemes incorrectly. It is important to model back to them the
correct pronunciation.
~ Make sure that you are secure in your subject knowledge. The children are familiar with terms such
as digraph so make sure you continue to model this language when teaching phonics.
~ Tricky words cannot be sounded out. Encourage children to use letter names. It is also good to
discuss which parts of the word are tricky and make note of funny ways to remember how to spell the
word e.g. was pronounced as it would be phonetically /w/a/s or w-hat for what.
~ Some tricky words stop being tricky once children go further in the phonics learning. E.g. ‘like’ is a
tricky word learned in phase 4. As soon as children reach phase 5 and learn about split digraphs, ‘like’
is no longer tricky. It is useful to point this out to children as the venture further into their phonics
careers.
~ When asking children which letters make up ‘sh’ for example, adults should model using letter names
e.g. s h.
~ It is essential that you are aware of the stage each child in your class is at in phonics (even if they
are taught by another teacher). Phonics learning needs to be followed up in class at every opportunity.
If children have previously been learning how to spell ‘house’ in phonics and then during independent
writing they spell it incorrectly they need to be held to account.
~ When modelling writing, phonics learning needs to be fundamental to the process. Involve children in
spelling tricky words, telling you what letters make a grapheme, segmenting, reading back your work,
correcting you, and deciding on the correct spelling to represent sounds with more than one grapheme.

Appendices follow

PHASE 2 ASSESSMENT

Name: _______________________________

Date of assessment: ______________ (if achieved after this date use different colour and date accordingly)
End of Phase Two assessment: Checks will be discontinued after 3 consecutive errors.
Sound/letter correspondence:
Give the sound when shown any Phase
Two letter.
Phase 2 Phase 3 / More
able
Letter Phoneme Letter Writes
(sound)
name
letter
s
a
t
i
p
n
m
d
g
o
c
ck
e
u
r
h
b
f
ff
l
ll
ss

Oral blending assessment: Be able to orally blend CVC words
Practice –

word to be
sounded by adult
m-a-n
c-u-p
l-e-g
s-o-ck
f-l-a-g
s-t-a-m-p

sounded out

m-u-m
Tick if child says correct word/points to
picture. If not, record other response.

Oral segmentation assessment: be able to orally segment
words
Practice -

cat

word to be
spoken by adult
net
dog
sand
gran
dress

Non-word reading task: be able to blend/segment VC words
word given
am
on
up
sat
net
pin
reb
cag

c-a-t

blends whole word

Be able to read Phase Two specific tricky words:
the
to
I
no
go

zip

CVC

mum

Tick if child sounds out word correctly. If
not, record exact response.

PHASE 3 ASSESSMENT
Name: _______________________________
Date of assessment: ______________ (if achieved after this date use different colour and date accordingly)
End of phase 3 assessment:
Give the sound when shown all or most of
Phase Two and Three letters.
Write each letter correctly when following
a model.
Blending assessment: Be able to blend and read CVC words
Letter Phoneme Letter Writes
(sound)
name
letter
Practice –
y-e-s
j
v
word given
sounded out
blends whole word
w
j-a-b
x
w-i-sh
y
m-oo-n
z
t-ai-l
zz
r-i-ng
qu
ch
sh
th, th
Segmentation assessment: be able to segment and make
ng
phonemically plausible attempts at spelling CVC words
ai
ee
Practice –
van
food
or
Tick if child sounds out
able to make
word to be
oa
word
correctly.
If
not,
plausible attempt at
spoken by adult
oo
record exact response.

oo
oi
igh
ar
ow
ur
er
ear
air

spelling – attach eg

song
jam
boat
ship
pig

Be able to read Phase Three specific tricky words:
he

she

we

me

be

was

Be able to spell the tricky words:
the

to

I

no

Is able to sing/recite the alphabet order.

go

my

you

her

they

all

are

PHASE 4 ASSESSMENT
Name:__________________________________
Date of assessment: ______________ (if achieved after this date use different colour and date accordingly)
End of Phase Four assessment: Checks will be discontinued after 3 consecutive errors.
Blending (children to read the following words – orally blend then put together)
Practise items :
t – e – n - t = tent
t – oa – s – t = toast
Word to be read

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

band
gift
chimp
sandpit
stop
sniff
green
clown
swing
smell
brush
twist
think
crunch
string

Oral Segment
Practise items :
Words to be
spoken by the
adult

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Tick if correct, if incorrect,
record what the child said.

wind
soft
bench
thank
paint
lunchbox
frog
clap
train
crash
growl
crisp
slept
shrink

Non-word reading
Word
Grapheme
(e.g. o – g)
1. plood
2. grint
3. theest
4. dreet
5. bamp
6. fowspring
7. skarb
8. shreb
9. spunch
10. kelf
11. pronk
12. glorpid

Reading (e.g.
og)

Decodeable High Frequency Words
clap, trash,
Tick if correct if incorrect
record exactly what the
child writes

read

spell

went
it’s
from

read

spell

children
just
help

Tricky High Frequency Words (spell = phase 5)
read
said
have
like
so
do
some
come

spell

read
were
there
little
one
when
out
what

spell

PHASE 5a ASSESSMENT (weeks 1-4)
Name:__________________________________ Date of assessment: ______________ (if achieved after
this date use different colour and date accordingly)
End of Phase Five assessment: Checks will be discontinued after 3 consecutive errors.
Blending (children to read the following words – orally blend then put together)
Practise items :
p – l – ay = play
b – ir – d = bird
Word to be read

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

spray
found
tie
treat
enjoy
shirt
blue
raw
why
elephant
chew
toe
Paul
trolley

Oral Segment
Practise items :
Words to be
spoken by the
adult

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Tick if correct, if incorrect,
record what the child said.

tray
cloud
fried
bead
toy
girl
glue
claw
which
dolphin
flew
goes
Saul
valley

Non-word reading
Word
Grapheme
(e.g. o – g)
soze
phoib
whoachip
ubin
joskew
kondey
fouping
gowd
quair
skune
knorbirp
broisure
ticedue

Reading (e.g.
og)

Decodeable High Frequency Words
raw, grew,
Tick if correct if incorrect
record exactly what the
child writes

read

spell

don’t
old
I’m
by
time
house
about

read

spell

day
made
came
make
here
saw
very

Tricky High Frequency Words (spell = phase 5)
read

spell

read

said
have
like
so
do
some
come

were
there
little
one
when
out
what

oh
their
people
Mr
Mrs

looked
called
asked
could

spell

HFW/ tricky words – in phases
Phase
Phase 2

Read
to, the, no, go, I
is, it, in, at, and

Write

Phase 3

he, she, we, me, be, was,
my, you, they, her, all,
are
will, that, this, then, them,
with, see, for, now, down,
look, too
said, so, have, like, some,
come, were, there, little,
one, do, when, out, what
went, it’s, from, children,
just, help
oh, their, people, Mr,
Mrs, looked, called, asked
don’t, old, I’m, by, time,
house, about, your, day,
made, came, make, here,
saw, very, put
water, where, who, again,
thought, through, work,
mouse, many, laughed,
because, different, any,
eyes, friends, once,
please

to, the, no, go, I

Phase 4

Phase 5

Phase 6

he, she, we, me, be, was, my,
you, they, her, all, are
will, that, this, then, them, with,
see, for, now, down, look, too
said, so, have, like, some, come,
were, there, little, one, do,
when, out, what
went, it’s, from, children, just, help
oh, their, people, Mr, Mrs,
looked, called, asked

don’t, old, I’m, by, time, house,
about, your, day, made, came, make,
here, saw, very, put
water, where, who, again,
thought, through, work, mouse,
many, laughed, because,
different, any, eyes, friends,
once, please

How we teach each letter…handwriting patter
All letters start on the line and lead in and out.
Start by saying…start on the line and you’ll be fine...(if children are writing on lines!)

ªa - lead in, up the caterpillar curve, oops gone the wrong way, all the way round and lead
out.

¶b -

lead in, up the ladder to the top, straight back down, half way up, make a circle and

lead out.

ªc -

lead in, up the caterpillar curve, oops gone the wrong way, all the way round and lead

out.

ªd -

lead in, up the caterpillar curve, oops gone the wrong way, all the way round, up to the

top, straight back down and lead out.

â

– lead in, rollercoaster round.

û

– lead in, up to the top, make a loop, straight down underground, make a loop and lead out.

ªü -

lead in, up the caterpillar curve, oops gone the wrong way, all the way round, down

underground, make a donkey’s tail and lead out.

¶h -

lead in, up the ladder to the top, straight back down, half way up, make a tunnel and

lead out.

¶i -

lead in, up the little ladder, straight back down, lead out and dot.

¶ý -

lead in, up the little ladder, straight back down, underground, make a donkey’s tail and

lead out.

¶„ -

lead in, up the ladder to the top, straight back down, half way up, make loop, kick down

and lead out.

¶l -

lead in, up the ladder to the top, straight back down and lead out.

¶m -

lead in, up the little ladder, straight back down, up the ladder again, make a tunnel,

make a tunnel and lead out.

¶n - lead in, up the little ladder, straight back down, up the ladder again, make a tunnel and
lead out.

ª‹ -

lead in, up the caterpillar curve, oops gone the wrong way, all the way round, lead out at

the top.

¶p -

lead in, up the little ladder, straight back down, underground, up the little ladder,

make a circle and lead out.

ªq -

lead in, up the caterpillar curve, oops gone the wrong way, all the way round, down

underground and flick up.

¶r -

lead in, up the little ladder, straight back down, back up the little ladder and make the

robot arm.

¡ -

lead in, up the caterpillar curve, oops gone the wrong way, Sammy snake down and lead

out.

¶t -

lead in, up the ladder, straight back down, lead out and cross.

¶u -

lead in, up the little ladder, straight back down, make a cup, straight back down and

lead out.

¶v ¶w -

lead in, zig zag down and up and lead out at the top.
lead in, zag zag down and up, down and up and lead out at the top.

¶ˆ -

lead in, zig down, take your pen off and zag (cross) down from the top.

¶þ -

lead in, up the little ladder, straight back down, make a cup, straight back down,

underground, make a donkey’s tail and lead out.

¶z -

lead in, straight across, zag down, straight across and lead out.

Glossary

adjacent consonants - two (or three) letters making two (or three) sounds. e.g. the first three
letters of strap are adjacent consonants. Previously known as a consonant cluster.
blend (vb) — to draw individual sounds together to pronounce a word, e.g. s-n-a-p, blended together,
reads snap
consonant digraph - two consonants which make one sound. e.g. sh, ch, th, ph
cluster — two (or three) letters making two (or three) sounds, e.g. the first three letters of
'straight' are a consonant cluster
digraph — two letters making one sound, e.g. sh, ch, th, ph.
vowel digraphs comprise of two vowels which, together, make one sound, e.g. ai, oo, ow
split digraph — two letters, split, making one sound, e.g. a-e as in make or i-e in site
grapheme — a letter or a group of letters representing one sound, e.g. sh, ch, igh, ough (as in
'though').
grapheme-phoneme correspondence (GPC) — the relationship between sounds and the letters which
represent those sounds; also known as 'letter-sound correspondences'
mnemonic — a device for memorising and recalling something, such as a snake shaped like the letter
'S'
phoneme — the smallest single identifiable sound, e.g. the letters 'sh' represent just one sound, but
'sp' represents two (/s/ and /p/). When asking children which letters make up ‘sh’ for example,
adults should model using letter names e.g. s h.
segment (vb) — to split up a word into its individual phonemes in order to spell it, e.g. the word 'cat'
has three phonemes: /c/, /a/, /t/
synthesising - the process of using phonics for reading. Children identify and synthesise/blend the
phonemes in order to make a word. e.g. s-n-a-p, blended together, reads snap.
tricky word – a word which cannot be decoded e.g. go, the, I, no, go. Best practise suggests that we
should be using letter names to spell these with children. It is also good to discuss which parts of the
word are tricky and make note of funny ways to remember how to spell the word e.g. was pronounced
as it would be phonetically /w/a/s or w-hat for what.
trigraph - three letters which together make one sound. e.g. dge, igh
VC, CVC, CCVC — the abbreviations for vowel-consonant, consonant-vowel-consonant, consonantconsonant-vowel-consonant, which are used to describe the order of letters in words, e.g. am, ham,
slam.
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